What is needed for next-generation ecological and evolutionary genomics?
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Ecological and evolutionary genomics (EEG) aims to link gene functions and genomic features to phenotypes and ecological factors. Although the rapid development of technologies allows central questions to be addressed at an unprecedented level of molecular detail, they do not alleviate one of the major challenges of EEG, which is that a large fraction of genes remains without any annotation. Here, we propose two solutions to this challenge. The first solution is in the form of a database that regroups associations between genes, organismal attributes and abiotic and biotic conditions. This database would result in an ecological annotation of genes by allowing cross-referencing across studies and taxa. Our second solution is to use new functional techniques to characterize genes implicated in the response to ecological challenges.

Ecological and evolutionary genomics
Understanding how the genome of an organism evolves and copes with environmental challenges is the main goal of EEG [1–3]. This involves the integration and detailed knowledge of processes acting at different spatial and temporal scales, spanning from molecules (i.e., genes, genomes, transcriptomes, proteomes, and metabolomes), to the integrated phenotype and ecosystem function of the organism, over both short and long timescales [4]. During the early development of the field, EEG investigations were limited to species for which tools such as DNA microarrays or genetic linkage maps were available, with the consequence that only a few species qualified for this type of investigation. Recent developments of next-generation sequencing (NGS), genotyping, and proteomics technologies have opened the door for species in which these original tools were not readily available [5]. For instance, NGS alleviates the absolute need for taxa-specific genomics tools or a reference genome of the same species to measure quantitative and qualitative gene expression variation [6], to genotype individuals densely [7], or to sequence and assemble a complete genome de novo [8]. These technologies also allow for the thorough characterization of the microbiomes found in specific environments or that are associated with plants and animals [9]. The availability of the coding sequences and predicted proteome of organisms by direct cDNA sequencing (RNA-seq) with the same technologies also makes proteomic analysis by mass spectrometry possible [10].

These technological advancements make the study of key questions in the field more amenable, including the molecular bases of phenotypic convergence, the contribution of the various cellular regulatory mechanisms to adaptation, the link between the plasticity of a trait and its long-term evolution, and the contribution of genes from symbiotic microbes to plant and animal adaptation (Box 1). However, these technological breakthroughs do not alleviate one of the major challenges in the field, which is to establish mechanistic links between genes, phenotypes, and biotic and abiotic factors, as a large fraction of genes remains without any annotation. These challenges must be overcome if the questions listed above and many others are to be answered fully.

The burden of ‘unknown’ and poorly annotated genes for data interpretation
The ability to acquire genomic data has exploded in recent years, whereas capacity to interpret this abundance of data is lagging far behind. This disconnect stems from the fact that interpretation of these results largely rests on the establishment of homologies between genomic features of interest and features of traditional model organisms, such as yeast, worms, flies, and mice. It is now possible to use new tools to study many different taxa, but interpretation of the results is limited by the need to refer to these few, well-known models that were established and developed for non-ecological purposes. Even if it is possible to sequence the entire genome and transcriptome of a species, the annotation of the genes will remain the limiting factor when the time comes to interpret the results mechanistically. This is even the case for many genes in model organisms, such as the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, which remain without any phenotypes in standard laboratory settings [11]. Relating the expression of these genes to the ability to thrive in specific natural conditions may be the only way to annotate completely the genome of model organisms.

Therefore, there is a foreseeable bottleneck in the field, despite the immense opportunities provided by new technologies. There is a consensus in the community that this is an obstacle to moving the field forward, and here we present two reachable solutions for this issue.

Solution 1: better data integration to enable systematic ecological associations of genes and genomes
Without a way of putting together knowledge amassed from the study of various ecological models, researchers.
deprive themselves of a tremendous amount of information with which to understand biodiversity. A first, immediately implementable solution would be to develop a standard approach of reporting results that would allow investigators to associate genes or genomic features with organismal traits and ecological conditions linked to the ecology of an organism. For instance, a database could be used to classify the data obtained when deciphering the genomic bases of thermal adaptation along a latitudinal gradient, or of rapid adaptive evolution driven by pollutants, other environmental stressors, or life-history traits. One major question in ecology and evolution relates to the evolutionary convergence of phenotypes in different taxa. If there was a compendium of functional genomics data [gene expression, quantitative trait loci (QTL), or landscape genomics data] from different species that found similar solutions for diversification and occurrence in particular environments or clines (e.g., altitude, latitude, temperature, salinity, water current, precipitation, etc.), then existing studies, coupled with data mining, could be used to help answer this long-standing question. Furthermore, it could serve to generate hypotheses regarding the functions of completely unknown genes that show similar patterns across environments in different species, and to test them by focusing on the candidate genes obtained through ecological annotation.

**Towards an ecological association ontology**

Ecological associations would be the basis for the creation of a systematic ontology similar to the Gene Ontology (GO; Box 2) but which would instead characterize the ecological function and association of genes. Current annotations provided by GO focus specifically on suborganismal phenotypes, such as biological process, molecular function, and cellular component. Thus, as stated on the GO website, their annotation does not address ‘environment, evolution and expression, anatomical or histological features above the level of cellular components, including cell types.’ Our proposed ‘ecological annotation’ [12] would complement the three current types of ontology in GO (Box 2). This might not mean that the mechanisms of action of the genomic feature of interest (e.g., gene, miRNA, or transcription factor binding sites) could be determined, but the systematic association of this feature with particular conditions can help narrow down the particular mechanisms or help to select candidate genes for traits of interest.

Currently, all of the available evidence codes (Box 2) are specific and primarily applicable only to the few traditional model organisms. This stringent criterion is important for GO, but not conducive for EEG to get started on moving from describing genes as ‘unknown’ to anything more descriptive. The Ecological Association Ontology (EAO) would have a different, less stringent source of evidence codes, such as transplant and/or common garden experiment, environmental gradient, laboratory manipulation and/or reaction norm, replicated parallel divergence, or outlier genetic divergence. Many studies in ecological model organisms have reported genes of unknown function associated with the expression of important phenotypes (e.g., [13–18]). These studies would have greatly benefited from such a database. These ‘unknown genes’ might share ecologically important functions in different species facing a similar environmental challenge. In such a case, they could be annotated according to their link with a particular ecologically relevant trait. For instance, genes with unknown functions have been identified as being upregulated in the brain of migrating Atlantic salmon compared with non-migratory salmon [16]. These same genes could have been associated with this behavior or another in studies on other vertebrate species, but there is currently no tool available to identify this association. In the currently available annotation systems, these genes remain without...
any functional identity, whereas they would become annotated as ‘migratory behavior genes’ in an ecological annotation system. In another transcriptomic investigation in salmon, Roberge et al. [19] showed that domestication of European and North American strains led to the rapid, parallel evolution of similar transcription profiles at many genes, but most of them were not annotated and were labeled as ‘unknown’ [19]. Moreover, some of those same genes were associated with domestication in another salmonid species [20]. These genes would be annotated as ‘domestication genes’ in an ecological annotation system.

A system of ecological association would also harness the power of comparative genomics to better define the function of genes that have almost exclusively been functionally characterized in model species. For instance, Star et al. [21] found in Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) that the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) II immune system pathway has been lost, and that a massive diversification in the MHC I pathway has filled the void. Thus, through genome sequencing and comparative genomics, the authors discovered a natural ‘knock-out’ in the adaptive immune system that shows that MHC II genes are not essential for some vertebrates.

**Example of an ecological association**
Contrasting the existing GO annotation with two possible ecological EAOs for a gene found in *Drosophila sechellia* (Figure 1) illustrates the advantages of an EEG database.

This fruit fly species is unique because it reproduces on the ‘vomit fruit’, *Morinda citrifolia*, which is both toxic and undesirable to other *Drosophila* species [22,23]. Through ecological genomic methods, the gene implicated in the olfactory preference shown by the flies was identified as being an odorant-binding protein (*Obp57e*; reference GenBank accession number: EDW48711.1) [24]. The existing GO of this gene provides good functional information about this protein from a cellular and systems perspective; however, the pivotal role this gene has in the reproductive ecology of this species is not present and would be highlighted by the EAO (Figure 1).

**The need for the systematic reporting of results and gene–ecology associations**
We propose that the solution lies in implementing a full-text literature search database of EEG journals, and incorporating the yet-to-be created, vocabulary-controlled EAO in addition to other ontologies. For instance, the Textpresso Project provides flexible open-source software for full-text database creation and browsing of the literature (http://www.textpresso.org). Databases created so far mainly focus on a specific model organism or human diseases. The user selects a combination of terms from a list of hierarchical search terms, including GO, and the literature database is searched for the occurrence of selected terms in the same sentence. This comprehensive full-text search engine, accompanied by a sequence-based ‘EcoBLAST’ that

---

**How to describe the gene ‘Obp57e’ in ecological terms**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Existing gene ontology annotations</th>
<th>Ecological association annotations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Molecular function</td>
<td>Ecological association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binding</td>
<td>Ecological association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odorant binding</td>
<td>Environmental gradient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System process</td>
<td>Reproduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurological system process</td>
<td>Reproduction habitat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensory perception</td>
<td>Host plant preference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensory perception of chemical stimulus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1.** The existing Gene Ontologies (GO) as well as the proposed Ecological Association Ontologies (EAO) for the gene *Odorant binding protein 57e* (*Obp57e*; reference Genbank accession number: EDW48711.1). The two existing annotations of this gene, both obtained from the AmiGO website (http://amigo.geneontology.org) (the two ontologies on the left), provide a good description of the function of this gene from a cellular and neurological perspective, but the pivotal ecological findings present in the literature are not present in the existing GOs. Complementing the current GOs with an example of our proposed EAO would greatly facilitate cross-referencing genes among studies of ecological and evolutionary genomics (EEG). Many genes of ‘unknown’ function currently have no GO description. Many of these genes might first be given an annotation with ecological association long before rigorous functional analyses necessary for establish GO are performed.
encompasses EEG data depositions, is what we envision for this system. Such a database would take advantage of the abundant archived data. As a curated database and system of annotation will take time and resources, an interim non-curated database would be far better than the total lack of tools, as it is currently the case. However, a Textpresso server focusing on select EEG journals with the existing options would be relatively easy to implement and would be a huge step forward for EEG resources.

The need for EEG databases

Databases and resources do currently exist that are helpful for EEG researchers (Box 3). The Gene Expression Atlas (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/gxa/) has an excellent format for viewing transcription profile data across studies for particular gene names, linking keywords, expression-level direction, and citation, all on one color-coded chart. The Information Hyperlinked Over Proteins (http://www.ihopnet.org [25]) database relates protein name, physiology, pathology, and phenotype. However, these two resources are both dedicated to model organisms and human disease. There are databases that do search via protein sequences, such as the Protein Families database [26] and Interpro (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/interpro), but these are dedicated largely to molecular functions. These tools also have the ability to dissect unknown proteins and recognize common motifs and domains. However, the main limitation with existing databases is that they are either based exclusively on traditional model organisms or the potential ecological results are overwhelmed by the vast amounts of annotations and papers about traditional models. Thus, EEG needs a database that not only focuses on studies of EEG, but also includes the vast amount of ecologically relevant information from medical, agricultural, and domestic animal genomics (Box 3). To facilitate both of these ventures, it is crucial that EEG investigators publish all genes of interest along with the associated sequence features that allow the inference of homologies, including those without current detailed annotations.

Solution 2: functional analyses

Once traits of interest have been associated with specific genes or genomic features, the final annotation and causal relation would be established by directly perturbing the gene in experimental conditions. This is a sine qua non step towards answering another central question: do the candidate mutations act to change gene regulation, protein functions, or the relations of genes within particular molecular pathways (Box 1)? Therefore, more organisms might be needed in which targeted genetic experiments can be performed, such as gene knockouts, knockdown, and gene replacement. This has been taking place in many different fields and standard established protocols are being developed for a wide range of emerging organisms (http://eshprotocols.cshlp.org/cgi/collection/emerging_model_organisms), in a way that previously could only be considered for a handful of organisms (Drosophila, yeast, nematodes, and mice) in the recent past. This new group of EEG functional genetic models includes, for instance, Paramecium, Daphnia, wasps, crickets, cavefishes, and stickleback. EEG researchers will need to tap into these resources even more or develop new ones from their ecological model system to test and functionally characterize candidate genes lacking annotations in an ecological context. This would help answer another key question in the field (Box 1): do genes that are well known and described in model species have the same role in other species or in
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**Box 3. Functional genomics databases for model and non-model species**

The ecological annotation of genes will necessitate the integration of all information related to these genes, coming from various species, obtained at different levels of organization, and for different conditions, using DNA or RNA sequences as the anchoring point. All this information will need to be gathered in databases that are searchable and linked to databases of knowledge on model species and to the literature. There are several existing databases aimed at gathering information in a contextual and highly searchable format that can be used as models for the creation of an ecological annotation database.

**Bird base** (http://birdbase.arizona.edu/birdbase)

Bird base is a gateway focusing on avian genes and genomes that is a repository of several individual tools that can be used to study different bird species. It offers genome browsers (chicken, turkey, and zebra finches) and functional information can be obtained using a tool (eGIFT) that searches abstracts of publications from PubMed. This database is also connected to GEISHA, a repository of Galus Expression In Situ Analysis and to GallusReactome, a hand-curated database of metabolic pathways.

**AgBase** (http://agbase.msstate.edu)

This resource enables one to obtain functional information on genes in animals (from Daphnia to cat and guinea pig), agricultural plants (rice and soybean), microbes, and parasites, using, for example, gene names or GO terms as query. Among the tools available focused on GO annotations, GOanna allows one to add GO annotations to a sequence from a species of interest using sequence homology to model systems.

**iPlant** (http://www.iplantcollaborative.org)

This collaborative portal funded by the National Science Foundation provides tools aiming to uncover the link between genotypes and phenotypes in plants. In addition to several computational tools and data storage space, it provides a collaborative space to connect the community of scientists working in this field. A similar web resource is planned for animals (iAnimal, http://genepro.cshl.edu/ianimal/)

**Comparative genomics of cichlid fishes** (BouillaBase.org)

This site offers genome browsers for all the non-model cichlid fish species, BLAST services, a comparative genetic map viewer, and physical map viewers.

**LumbriBASE** (http://xyalia.cap.ed.ac.uk/LumbriBase/lumbribase.php/lumbribase.shtml)

This site provides access to genomic and transcriptome datasets for four species of earthworm and is linked with functional information from the model species Caenorhabditis elegans. The transcriptome data can be queried in various ways, including by selecting specific libraries dedicated to a certain life stage or environmental condition.

**Tomato functional genomics database** and the Sol genomics network (http://ted.bti.cornell.edu/ and http://solgenomics.net)

These portals offer data on different tomato species, including transcriptomes, metabolites, and small RNAs, and tools to analyze this type of data. Wild tomatoes are models in ecological genomics [33] and information is also available on maps and markers, genes, phenotypes, pathways, genomes, and specific sequences.

**Phenoscope** (http://www.phenoscope.org)

This database supported by NESCent contains phenotype statements retrieved from the literature and linked with taxa or genes.

---
other contexts? Historically, traditional studies aim to find common and shared functions among organisms to better understand human biology, whereas ecological genomics is trying to find what could be the differences in gene functions among species and environments. Therefore, functional analyses need to be done, as much as technologies allows, in the native context. In the same way, studying model systems, such as yeast and Caenorhabditis elegans, in ecologically relevant conditions will be key to annotating their entire genome [27].

What to do with recalcitrant species? We are fully aware that, even in the best conditions, it will remain impossible to perform these types of experiment in many species for which one would like to carry out EEG investigations. For instance, the species might be impossible to breed or maintain in captivity or have a long generation time. However, there are some manipulative techniques that are possible in these situations. One option is transfecting divergent gene variants along with reporter genes into cell cultures to test for gene–environment interactions (or reaction norms). In the Atlantic cod [21], functional polymorphisms were found in promoter regions of hemoglobin genes, and adaptive differences in reaction norms with temperature and oxygen affinity were demonstrated by transfecting different alleles into cell cultures. Another technique is simulating ecological conditions and measuring life-history traits and environmental conditions identified in EEG studies using traditional models where gene manipulation is easier [27]. A third is to start by identifying ecologically relevant orthologous phenotypes or ‘pheno-logs’ of EEG species in traditional model organisms [28]. This will lead to unique experiments in traditional models where corresponding orthologous genes can be manipulated, shedding light on the function of ecologically important genes.

The difficulty in performing direct gene manipulations does not prevent the drawing of functional links between genes and phenotypes of interest. We can use Homo sapiens as an example of a species that cannot be experimentally bred or genetically manipulated, is long lived, and has a large genome. In short, humans do not a priori qualify as an ideal model system to investigate links between genes and functions. Yet, very detailed knowledge of family pedigree and population structure, coupled with meticulous phenotyping, genotyping, statistical methods, and functional studies on orthologous genes have resulted in detailed mapping of the genes underlying Mendelian and quantitative phenotypes (see [28–31]). In the same way, EEG researchers need to follow the example of the biomedical, agricultural, and domestication fields (Box 3) and exploit the explosion of technological developments in sequencing, genotyping, and bioinformatics, along with developing better sampling strategies, computational methods, and functional analyses in the field, to uncover causal links between genotypes, phenotypes, and ecological functions.

Concluding remarks
It is an exciting time for EEG research. Revolutionary technological advances give unprecedented information with which to understand the mechanistic basis of diversity [32]. To use these data at their fullest and reach the main goal of EEG, a common language must be created to connect data obtained from different EEG model systems to create an ecological annotation of genes and genomes, resulting in an amount of usable functional information that will be bigger than the sum of its parts. Finally, the full power of available genetic and molecular studies, including those that have been applied to humans, must be harnessed to study the best EEG models, thus enabling the field to truly enter the era of next-generation EEG.
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